This work reports on the development of integrated sensing and feedback control system for self-sensing ionic polymer-metal composite actuator. Integrated sensing is accomplished by crafting discrete sensing and actuation sections over a single device by patterning the surface electrodes. A control scheme and estimation technique is implemented for self-sensing feedback control that uses the electrode resistance change during deformation. Experiments are conducted to investigate the relation between the changes in electrode resistance of patterned sensor part to that of actual tip displacement of the device. Due to the large hysteresis and associated nonlinearity, artificial neural network is used as a computational tool to model their relation and to estimate the actual tip displacement of the device. The need for stable control to overcome nonlinearity and inherent back relaxation behavior of the material is accomplished using robust sliding mode controller. The experimental results based on the proposed method achieves good performance in terms of tracking control without the need for separate position sensor and makes the device to perform as a self-sensing actuator.
Introduction
The aqueous ionic polymer-metal composite (IPMC) has been devised in the early 1990s and is therefore supposedly one of the most thoroughly investigated ionic electroactive polymer materials and has been widely applied in many fields (Aw and McDaid, 2014; Punning et al., 2014; Shahinpoor, 2011; Shahinpoor and Kim, 2005) . Its structure stands of a thin (commonly 0.1-0.3 mm) ionomer, for example, Nafion Ò membrane, both faces of which are plated with compliant noble metal electrodes. The polymer network structure is immersed in liquid electrolyte. Until the emergence of room temperature ionic liquids, pure water, containing cations of some alkali or alkaline earth metals (most often Li + or Na + ), was used for the electrolyte. Voltage applied between the electronically conductive metal electrodes causes migration of the hydrated cations toward the negative electrode. As a result, one side of the ionomer membrane protracts due to swelling with water and cations, while the opposite face withers and shrinks. This process causes flexing of the polymer structure toward the shrinking positive electrode side. According to the general understanding, the magnitude of the bending deformation is strongly related to the charge accumulated at the electrical double layers formed at the boundaries of the metal electrodes (Akle et al., 2005) . The bending strain of the magnitude of up to 1%, occurring over the whole surface of the membrane, is recognizable as showy bending; therefore, this effect is widely exploited for the bending mode actuators. There also exists the opposite, sensorial effect: deformation or bending of the membrane by an external force results in imperfect distribution of the electrolyte within the polymer network structure. The uneven allocation of cations can be registered as a voltage between the metal electrodes. Predominantly, the generated voltage is several orders of magnitude lower than the voltage, necessary for generating the actuation of the same magnitude. The mechanically induced ionic motion, however, dissipates soon at a steady deformation. For that reason, this bending mode mechanoelectrical sensor is advantageous for vibration detection only and is impractical for position sensing (Kruusama¨e et al., 2011) .
Due to some distinctive properties-low driving voltage (usually less than 2.5 V), material softness, and so on-IPMCs are considered advantageous for a wide area of applications (Shahinpoor and Kim, 2005) . However, though the construction of IPMC actuators is simple and straightforward, and their range of bending actuation is showy and wide, they still have some deficient characteristics, hindering their usage in applications requiring precise control. The most troublesome of them is the ''back-relaxation'' effect. Specifically, when subjected to a constant input voltage, instead of holding the position the IPMC actuator will slowly relax back toward its initial shape. There is debate over the physical mechanism of back relaxation, although one prevalent theory explains it by means of the osmotic pressure, driving the water molecules back to equilibrium, thus causing back relaxation (Fleming et al., 2012) . The performance of IPMC actuators has been reported decreasing due to the performed work-cycles as well as the spontaneous senescence (Punning et al., 2014) . The other unwelcome features of the IPMC actuators are the viscoelastic creep, electrolysis of the electrolyte, temperature dependence, and so on, causing the issues of unrepeatability.
For the precise and robust operation of such system, an open-loop or closed-loop control system architecture is indispensable. In general, the open-loop control methods give results in a simple system, but do not enable efficiently the rejection of the external disturbances acting on that system. Alternately, closed-loop control techniques offer good results, but require integration of expensive sensors such as cameras, laser interferometers, triangulation, or other position feedback sensors to provide sufficient measurement resolution with a fair noise level and a good stability (Annabestani and Naghavi, 2014; Hao et al., 2015; Jeon et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2014) . But, such sensors are often costly and bulky, making them too complex and non-embraceable for integration into small systems. Moreover, as the current applications trend toward miniaturization and microscale (McDaid et al., 2011) , it is even more difficult to incorporate these additional sensors within a compact volume. Hence, it is essential to find other possible feedback methods for such actuation system. For this purpose, some authors have designed a system, where an IPMC actuator is mechanically linked to a mechanoelectrical sensor of the same material (Hunt et al., 2009) or of a different ionic electroactive polymer material (Chen et al., 2008) . Nevertheless, the best compromise between the available free space, desired performance, and overall cost reduction of the system is provided by the concept of self-sensing. Self-sensing actuator is a concept for intelligent materials, where the same device simultaneously acts as both a sensor and an actuator. While a conventional closed-loop control of an actuator utilizes an external sensor to measure directly the system output, a self-sensing system estimates the output from the actuator itself, eliminating the need for additional feedback position/force sensor for control applications. Hence, self-sensing actuator is attractive from the standpoint of minimizing the cost, size, and amount of instrumentation required to control a structure. Since early 1990s, the concept of selfsensing has been successfully demonstrated with piezoelectric actuators (Rakotondrabe et al., 2015) , dielectric elastomer actuators (Jung et al., 2008) , conducting polymer actuators (Otero et al., 2012) , shape-memory alloys (Song et al., 2003) , magnetostrictive materials (Yan et al., 2014) , and so on. The comprehensive overview of the self-sensing ionic electroactive polymer actuators, including the aqueous IPMC, is given by Kruusama¨e et al. (2015) . The possible applications include vibration control (Qiu and Haraguchi, 2006) , structural monitoring (Chung, 2007) , position control (Ruth et al., 2015) , and so on.
A challenging configuration of a self-sensing IPMC actuator is proposed by Kruusama¨e et al. (2011) . In this approach, the physically same piece of IPMC is divided into three sections of different shapes by partially removing the metal electrode by patterning. The sections are, namely: (a) an actuating part responsible for bending the whole system, (b) a sensing part in parallel with the previous one, and (c) a shielding electrode between them to filter out the common mode noise and cross-talk. The shapes of all electrodes are identical at two sides of the IPMC sheet and allow easy connection of all terminals from the same end of the strip. The authors of this configuration have tested several methodologies of fabrication of the device and report that patterning the IPMC material with laser ablation gives the best results. The easy repeatability of this technique makes this approach even more attractive. Moreover, with a motorized two-dimensional manipulator, this method can be automated; therefore, mass production of these devices can be easily accomplished.
Actually, the sensing part of the patterned selfsensing IPMC actuator proposed by Kruusama¨e et al. (2011) can be exploited in two alternative modes. First, as a conventional IPMC sensor: the actuation of the device induces a voltage between the electrodes of the bending sensor due to ion distribution. As described above, the output voltage of this sensor is quite low, while it is possible to detect the motion only. The second, more attractive approach was initially proposed by Punning et al. (2007) . They have noticed that there exists straight correlation between the curvature and electrical resistance of a bending IPMC electrode. Bending of IPMC is regarded as a compression of one and stretching of the other electrode while the resistance of a electrode increases on stretching and decreases on compression. Kruusama¨e et al. (2011) have proved this concept in his self-sensing actuator attaining sensing of the position as well as reaching obstacles. In fact, the two modes can be switched alternately.
Despite the fact that several papers describe the closed-loop control of IPMC actuators with external sensors, there are only a few attempts to prove the applicability of the self-sensing IPMC actuators. Sasaki et al. (2013) have achieved the control of IPMC actuator, obtaining the feedback signal from the total charge imposed. Control of the referenced self-sensing actuator, concept of which is proposed by Punning et al. (2007) , is demonstrated and modeled by Truong and Kwan (2011) . The purpose of this article is contributing this list by reporting the closed-loop control of the patterned self-sensing actuator proposed by Kruusama¨e et al. (2011) .
The work begins with investigating the relation between the change in electrode resistance of the sensor part and the actual displacement of the IPMC device. For the purpose, the change in electrode resistance during deformation is experimentally studied at different input frequencies and compared with actual tip displacement measured using laser displacement sensor. The study reveals the existence of a frequency-dependent hysteresis of the material and hence to correlate the electrode resistance and tip displacement artificial neural network method of modeling approach is established. The estimated tip displacement using the neural network model is then used for the development of position feedback control system. The control system is designed to handle larger displacement unlike seen in most literatures where only small displacements are considered as object of interest. The need to handle the effect of back relaxation, large hysteresis, and the associated nonlinearity under larger displacement is accomplished by design and development of robust nonlinear higher order sliding mode control called super-twisting controller. Finally, the experimental results are presented.
Experiment setup
Self-sensing IPMC device-sensor and actuator sections Figure 1 depicts the patterned self-sensing IPMC actuators used in this work. The IPMC surface is divided into three separate parts: a section for the actuating function (i.e. the actuator), a shielding electrode to reduce the cross-talk, and a sensing element (i.e. the sensor). The two symmetric sensor electrodes, located on the opposite faces of the strip, bend synchronously with the actuator, while their resistances are in correlation with their bending curvatures. The resistances of the sensor electrodes are measured between the terminals A and B (Figure 1(a) ). The schematic of the device showing the sensor and actuator sections is shown in Figure 1 (b).
The symmetric shielding electrode connected to the common ground of the electrical circuit eliminates cross-talk between actuator and sensor. As all inactive sections impede the actuating performance of the whole device, their widths should be as narrow as possible.
The samples are based on Musclesheet TM , supplied by Biomimetics Inc. This IPMC material consists of a platinized proprietary Nafion-like membrane. Laser patterning was conducted about 3 years earlier; since then, the fabricated devices were stored continuously in deionized water. Before use, according to the recommendation of the manufacturer, the IPMC samples were boiled in 1M hydrochloric acid, followed by thorough washing in deionized water. The ion-exchange was performed in 1M sodium hydroxide solution for 12 h.
Experimental setup
The characterizations of the relation between electrode resistance change and tip displacement of the patterned self-sensing IPMC device, as well as the latter control experiments, were conducted with a setup where the device is in glass container of deionized water. The laser displacement sensor (Banner LG65 10PU) is used to measure the tip displacement for neural network training and also used as a reference sensor during the control experiments. The photograph of the experimental arrangement and the schematic are given in Figure 2 .
The actuator section is excited using a power opamp OPA-548. The patterned sensor part of the device is excited with 1 V DC using a separate voltage source. The resistance of the sensing part is measured using a Wheatstone bridge, output of which is amplified using an instrumentation amplifier INA116PA. The resistance on one side of the sensing electrode is stable and precise enough, hence only one surface electrode is used for measuring resistance. All the input and output signals are managed by a personal computer equipped with a single National Instruments PCI-6036E data acquisition card and MATLAB/Simulink software. The sampling frequency during the experimentation was 100 Hz. In order to avoid electrolysis of water, the voltage applied to the actuator during control as well as to the resistive sensor were kept below 1.8 V.
Relation between surface electrode resistance and tip displacement
In order to sense and control the IPMC actuator using patterned sensor, it is essential to understand the dynamics of the actuator as well as the sensor characteristics for dynamic input signal. Hence, open-loop experiments are conducted with sinusoidal input signal of frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 1 Hz. The obtained relations between the input voltage of the actuating section of the device, tip displacement, and electrode resistance of the sensor section are depicted in Figure 3 . Figure 3 (a) depicts the relation between the input signal of the actuation and the electrode resistance of the sensing parts of the device. It shows that as the frequency increases, the resistance decreases. This is a direct consequence of decrease in the deformation of the actuator at higher frequencies. For the maximum input voltage variations of about + 2 V to -2 V at 0.2 Hz, the electrode resistance changes over the range of 29-31.2 O. More importantly, the figure depicts the existence of frequency-dependent hysteresis and the presence of inherent nonlinearity associated with the sensor. Figure 3 (b) depicts the relation between the electrode resistance and the tip displacement. As it shows at 0.2 Hz, for the displacement of about 2.4 mm above and below the neutral position, electrode resistance variations from 29 to 31.2 O is attained. Although the resistance change is a direct result of the displacement, still neither of them does not exhibit an explicitly linear relation. Instead, there exists a wide hysteresis between change in electrode resistance and the measured tip displacement. This behavior hinders the use of simpler linear equation or polynomial fitting technique to model the electrode resistance change to represent the tip displacement. Hence, to handle the hysteresis, neural network approach is used in this work as a modeling method to estimate the tip displacement of the actuator from electrode resistance change of the patterned sensor part.
Apart from sensor characterization, the actuator dynamics is also analyzed which is essential for feedback control system design. Figure 3(c) depicts the relation between input signal and the tip displacement. Similar to the relation between the electrode resistance and input voltage, the relation between tip displacement and input voltage also exhibits hysteresis. This characteristic is one of the important issues to be considered for designing the feedback controller and is challenging specifically for a displacement/position control system. Due to the wide hysteresis, the linear controllers may be applicable for smaller displacements. For larger displacements, it is essential to use a nonlinear or adaptive control technique. In this work, a nonlinear controller based on higher order sliding mode controller is used to tackle the hysteresis problem and to control the actuator.
Development of self-sensing modeling and control system
Neural network modeling of patterned IPMC In order to handle the nonlinearity and to estimate the tip displacement from the electrical resistance of the sensor part, neural network approach is used. Neural networks are known for modeling complex nonlinear systems which are not easily modeled by other methods (Baughman and Liu, 1996) . Neural networks are a family of statistical learning models inspired by biological neural networks (central nervous system of the brain) and are used to estimate approximate function or output that depend on the number of inputs. The networks are generally presented as systems of interconnected neurons which act as processing elements. Each connection between the neurons has specific numeric weights. Changing the value of weights will alter the behavior of the neuron and therefore will alter the behavior of the whole network. The goal here is to choose the weights of the network to achieve a desired input/output relationship. This process of tuning the weights is known as training. The training can be based on experience or based on standard algorithm and this process makes the neural network adaptive to inputs and capable of learning (Nguyen and Widrow, 1990) . The basic schematic of the neural network is shown in Figure 4 .
The MATLAB-based neural network toolbox is used as the computational tool for modeling the system. For this work, a multilayer feedforward network with log sigmoid hidden neurons and linear output neurons is selected. This structure can fit multidimensional mapping problem arbitrarily well (Svozil et al., 1997) . The general expression of the neural structure is given by the following equation
where a is the output, p is the input vector, IW 1, 1 is the input weight matrix, b 1 and b 2 are the bias vector in hidden and output layer, LW 2, 1 is layer weight matrices, and f 1 and f 2 are transfer function at hidden and output layer which are sigmoidal and linear function, respectively. The main training process lies in tuning the input and output weight matrices to fit the input and output data. In this work, the network is trained with Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation algorithm which has a fast and stable convergence (Yu and Wilamowski, 2011) . The training process for the present IPMC device is explained in the following section.
Neural network training
In this work, the displacement is considered as the final control variable; hence, the neural network modeled should accommodate the entire displacement range of the actuator. In order to model the entire displacement range, it is essential to collect the training data at a very low frequency. Since only at low frequencies the actuator attains its maximum displacement, the training data representing the complete range of 3.5 mm tip displacement of the actuator to either sides of neutral position is collected with an input signal at the frequency of 0.1 Hz.
Figure 5(a) shows the variation of the electrode resistance for the input signal and the Figure 5 (b) depicts the relation between the electrode resistance and tip displacement. This electrode resistance change and the tip displacement signal are considered as the representative input and output data for training the neural network. For the modeling purpose, it is assumed that it is adequate to use this single major representative loop for all other inner loops. This approximation will reduce the computational complexity and also avoid complex neural structure which in turn reduces the training duration.
The neural network training schematic is shown in Figure 6 . The network is trained with two inputs, electrode resistance change and a tag signal, while the output to be modeled is the laser displacement sensor signal that measures the tip displacement. The tag signal is essential; due to hysteresis as depicted in Figure  5 (b), the tip displacement and electrical resistance cannot be represented by a strict one-to-one relationship. Instead, for each value of resistance, there are two different tip displacement values that lie in the increasing and decreasing hysteresis path. To distinguish the tip displacement value in the increasing and decreasing path of the hysteresis loop, the tag signal is used. This tag is an artificial signal created in such a way that it has a positive value for increasing slope of the electrode resistance and a negative value for the decreasing slope. In this case, + 1 tag is designated during positive slope of electrode resistance and -1 during decrease in electrode resistance. Thus, the tag signal will distinguish the increasing and the decreasing path of the hysteresis loop. A similar approach is adopted in modeling of self-sensing based on shape-memory alloy actuator (Song et al., 2003) . Alternate methods to model IPMC without the artificial tag signal would be to measure simultaneously resistance of the electrode on the other side, but it will require another set of bridge and signal conditioning circuits and increases the complexity of system.
With these available data, the neural network training is initiated and tuned to obtain satisfactory results. To match the best fit, a two-layer network with 12 hidden neurons is selected after repeated training. Thus, the neural network is designed such that it represents the tip displacement from measured resistance of the sensing electrode. The modeled neural network is validated against the laser displacement sensor and is shown in Figure 7 (a). The position error of the modeled network is shown in Figure 7 (b) and on an average the error was bound within + 0.1 to -0.1 mm for displacement range of + 3.5 to -3.5 mm, which is sufficient for tracking control of wide displacement range. Now, the developed model can be used as replacement for real displacement sensor for feedback control.
Development of closed-loop control system

System identification
For the design of the controller, it is necessary to obtain the model of the system. In this work, system identification method of dynamic modeling is used. System identification based on experimental approaches represents the dynamic characteristics of the system and avoids the tangled mathematic or physical models (Nakshatharan et al., 2014) . It deals with the problem of building mathematical models of dynamical systems based on observed data from the system. The recursive least square (RLS) method based on autoregressive with exogenous terms (ARX) model is selected for this application as it gives fast parameter convergence allowing fast adaptation under changing conditions and its estimation accuracy is comparable with other similar methods (Ruth et al., 2015) . Ljung (1999) gives a more comprehensive description of this identification method.
Dynamic input voltage signal to the actuator is taken as input data, and the measured neural network model output representing tip displacement is considered as the output data. The input and the output signals used for identification process are depicted in Figure 8(a) . In order to estimate the system model, the data are divided into two parts: the first part to determine the model and the second part is applied to validate the model. With q as the delay operator, the ARX model structure used for the actuator identification is given by the following equations
where y(t) is the neural network output, n(t À n k ) is the delayed input on which the current output depends, A(q) and B(q) are polynomial with respect to the delay operator q À1 , e(t) is the white noise disturbance, n a is number of poles, n b is number of zeros plus 1, and n k is the number of input samples. MATLAB-based system identification toolbox is used for implementation of the identification procedure. Experimentally collected input and output data shown in Figure 8 (a) are used as the input data for the modeling purpose. The estimation algorithm fits the model output to that of the experimentally measured data and provides the model with best fit. Usually a model with fit percentage of above 90% is proved to be sufficient as a representation model (Ljung, 1999) . In the present case, a second-order model shows a good fit percentage. Increasing the order and again estimating the model does not improve the match percentage to a much higher value, so the lowest order model with best fit is selected. The identified model is then converted to state-space form for further controller design. The state-space model is given by
where x is the state vector, u is the input vector, y is the output vector, A is the state matrix, B is the input matrix, C is the output matrix, and D is the feedthrough or feedforward matrix in case the system does not have a direct feedthrough D = 0. The dot operator represents time derivative of the variable. The identified model fit percentage is 91.22%, while the loss function and final prediction error (FPE) obtained are 0.32 and 0.10, respectively. The identified model output and the measured output are depicted in Figure 8(b) . In general, the behavior of IPMC actuators is linear at low voltages and low strains. At larger bending angles, at higher applied voltages (>3 V), and at high frequencies, their behavior is strongly nonlinear. In the scope of this work, we have limited the excitation voltage of the actuators to 61.8 V, to protect them against the water electrolysis and overheating. Within this voltage range, the maximum displacement attained by the current actuator is 62.9 mm from its neutral position. This displacement corresponds to the outstanding bending strain of 60.27%. The actuation signal frequency during system identification is also limited below 1 Hz, which is the region of interest for this study. Under these conditions, the model obtained from system identification tests matches well with the experimental data. Its fit percentage is above 90%, which is sufficient as representation model. Hence, the linear second-order model is selected. Quite similar linear time invariant models and second-order models under similar conditions for various applications and tip displacement control are reported by several authors (BrufauPenella et al., 2008; Hao et al., 2015; Mallavarapu et al., 2001; Nguyen et al., 2015) . It is also assumed that the effect of resonance is negligible, since the bandwidth of the actuator is very low, and the vibrations are suppressed by the water, surrounding the actuator.
Control architecture
Figure 3(c) highlights the nonlinearity of the actuator due to hysteresis requiring a nonlinear controller. Sliding mode control is proved to be one of the robust approaches in various control applications and is usually used to deal with nonlinear dynamic systems. It is well suited for smart material-based applications (Nakshatharan et al., 2014) . The main advantages of sliding mode control include the robustness, finite-time convergence, and reduced-order compensated dynamics (Utkin, 1992) . However, the implementation of the sliding mode control may be obstructed by an undesirable phenomenon of oscillations with finite frequency and amplitude, which is known as chattering (Eker, 2010) . It is caused by unmodeled dynamics or discrete time implementation, and it often leads to undesirable results, for example, low control accuracy or high wear of moving mechanical parts. One method of reducing chattering is by implementing the higher order sliding mode controller (Defoort et al., 2009) . The advantage of the higher order sliding mode control is the fact that they can totally remove the chattering effect whereas keeping all the main advantages. An important higher order sliding mode algorithm for control and observation is the so-called super-twisting algorithm (Levant, 1993; Perruquetti and Barbot, 2002) . The super-twisting algorithm does not need the time derivative of the sliding surface. The theory of the sliding mode control and the specific super-twisting sliding mode control technique used in the work is based on Ruth et al. (2015) . The control architecture of the feedback system is depicted in Figure 9 .
The sliding surface is given as
where e and _ e are position error and rate of change of position error, respectively, and l is strictly positive constant.
The aim of the sliding algorithm is to achieve the second-order sliding mode at a chosen surface to obtain s = _ s = 0 after a finite time. To achieve the realization of the controller, there must exist constants K m , K M , C o , S o satisfying the following condition (Levant, 1993; Perruquetti and Barbot, 2002 )
The control algorithm is defined by the following control law
Equation (14) represents the condition for finite-time convergence
Design of controller
The sliding surface s(t,x) is selected such that by zeroing it the control objective is achieved. The dynamics of the surface is given by
This dynamics should satisfy the condition given in equations (8)- (10).
For finite-time convergence, the control parameters should satisfy the condition given in equation (14). The model of the IPMC determined from ARX method is given in equation (6). To make the displacement or measurable variables as one of the state variables, the linear state transformation z = Tx is carried out as described by Khan (2003) , where z is the new state vector. The state transformed system is expressed in the form
To calculate the bounding values, the system dynamics is written in a format as given by the following equation )
The state transformation makes the measured output as states. Here, h is the additional uncertainty that is caused due to disturbance or load variation. But in this work, the actuators are not loaded with additional load or subjected to disturbances. The control input to the actuator are bounded to 61.8 V and so tip displacement was bounded within 62.9 mm from the neutral position. Under the condition, the velocity of the actuators is bounded to 68 mm/s. This settings limits the maximum error in the system to S o = 3:8 mm. From the maximum bounds of states known, the system can be written in the form
where C o , K m , and K M are bounding values and can be calculated by interval analysis as given in Alefeld and Mayer (2000) such that jCA( : , 2) + hj\C o and K m \ CB j j\K M . For the single-input and single-output (SISO) system modeled in this study, the actual control input to the system can be further simplified as follows (Levant, 1993) 
The additional À Ls adopted from Goh (2004) is a linear term providing asymptotic decay on to the sliding manifold. The second term is discontinuous time derivative term while the final term is continuous function of sliding variable. The controller gains calculated using the bounding values subjected to the condition (8-10) guarantee stabilization of the system and finite-time convergence. But the calculated gain is very conservative. Hence, in order to optimize the dynamic performance of the actuator and a good trade-off in reducing chattering, gain tuning algorithm proposed by Goh et al. (2003) is used. The method is straightforward and provides reasonable controller gain and is sufficient for tight control over the operating point for which system identification is performed. The designed controller parameters are l = 0.001, W = 0.8, and L = 0.05. The final experimental results show that the sliding mode controller designed sufficiently control the actuators proving the concept of self-sensing feedback control using patterned sensor actuator system.
Experimental results
Experiments are conducted to examine the performance of the designed controller and neural network model for tracking/regulatory control of the IPMC device. A laser displacement sensor is also used just as a reference sensor to compare and verify the proposed system. Figure 10 (a) and (b) represents the displacements, tracking errors, control voltage and the resistance of the sensing electrode during tracking control, for sine and square wave with a displacement range of 62 mm.
As discussed earlier, representative neural network is modeled at 0.1 Hz to reduce the complexity of the network structure and computation difficulty of the system, hence the accuracy and precision of the tracking results also depends on the frequency range of the operation. Hence, for the reason, it is necessary to fix the range of final control variable. In the current case, the tip displacement range is fixed to 62 mm from neutral position and is considered as the final control variable. The displacement range can be increased but with a compromise in the frequency range of operation. Hence, there is a compromise that should be made between displacement range and the frequency range, and mostly selection of the variable depends on the application under consideration.
In the current design, controller and the neural network model show a robust performance up to the frequency of 0.3 Hz for the displacement range of 62 mm at the distance of 25 mm from the contacts. This displacement corresponds to the bending strain of 60.2%. Within the frequency range, the tracking error for sine wave is contained within 0.2 mm throughout the operation. The steady-state error in case of the square wave tracking is also within 0.2 mm. Above 0.3 Hz, the accuracy of the tracking performance of the model gets deteriorated, and the tracking error crosses above 10% which may not be acceptable in many applications. For wider frequency range, the appropriate representative neural network training data or possibly adaptive neural network training based on online updation of the weights has to be adopted.
Conclusion
This article considers the self-sensing feedback control of IPMC actuators based on the patterned sensors. The initial study reveals the existence of frequencydependent hysteresis of the sensor section. Hence, the neural network method of modeling is used to model the electrode resistance change due to deformation to represent the actual tip displacement of the actuator. With the neural network model available, system identification is performed and a nonlinear controller based on sliding mode control is developed to regulate the performance of the actuator. Additionally, a laser sensor is used to verify the proposed model. The controller shows a robust performance for a frequency range of up to 0.3 Hz for a larger displacement range of 62 mm corresponding to bending strain of 60.2%. Within this strain range, the attained tracking error and steadystate error lie within 610% without the use of any additional displacement sensor.
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